Abstract-When building vision systems that predict structured objects such as image segmentations or human poses, a crucial concern is performance under task-specific evaluation measures (e.g., Jaccard Index or Average Precision). An ongoing research challenge is to optimize predictions so as to maximize performance on such complex measures. In this work, we present a simple metaalgorithm that is surprisingly effective -Empirical Min Bayes Risk. EMBR takes as input a pre-trained model that would normally be the final product and learns three additional parameters so as to optimize performance on the complex instance-level high-order taskspecific measure. We demonstrate EMBR in several domains, taking existing state-of-the-art algorithms and improving performance up to 8 percent, simply by learning three extra parameters. Our code is publicly available and the results presented in this paper can be replicated from our code-release.
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INTRODUCTION
C ONSIDER the following problem: given an input image x and a black-box segmentation model that assigns a score Sðy; xÞ to segmentations y of the image, choose a segmentation so as to maximize performance on a task-specific evaluation measure. Which segmentation should we output? This work argues that the popular choice of picking the segmentation with the highest score is not necessarily the best decision.
Broadly speaking, the de-facto approach today in computer vision for modeling structured objects (such as segmentations and poses) is to 1) formulate a model where parameters determine a scoring function, 2) choose parameters that optimize performance on a training set, and, 3) predict the configuration that (approximately) maximizes the scoring function at test time. While this seems like an obvious and reasonable workflow, in this paper, we show how to take models that are the final product of such workflows and improve performance. With little additional effort, we take existing published models and extract additional performance gains of up to 8 percent.
The motivation for our approach comes from Bayesian decision theory, which gives a principled methodology for making decisions in the face of uncertainty and task-specific evaluation measures. The key aspects of Bayesian decision theory are to optimize expected performance on the measure of interest while averaging over uncertainty. Specifically, the prescription of Bayesian decision theory is as follows: (1) learn a model that gives accurate probabilities PðyjxÞ; then (2) make predictions so as to minimize expected loss under the learned distribution, i.e.,ŷ MBR ¼ minŷE PðyjxÞ ½'ðy;ŷÞ ¼ minŷ P y PðyjxÞ'ðy;ŷÞ, where 'ðÁ; ÁÞ is the task-specific loss function of interest, which assigns loss 'ðy;ŷÞ to predictingŷ when the ground truth is y. We refer to this as the Minimum Bayes Risk (MBR) predictor. Unfortunately, a direct application of this elegant classical theory to most structured prediction problems is intractable due to computational consideration -specifically, the output space of y is too large to perform the summation and the minimization. For example, in scenarios such as image segmentation and pose estimation, the output space is exponentially large, making the summation and minimization intractable in general.
We show that it is nonetheless possible to efficiently construct structured predictors that incorporate the key ingredients -(a) incorporating task-specific losses and (b) averaging over uncertainty. Concretely, we will take as input the trained scoring function Sðy; xÞ from a given model and produce a set of M plausible candidate solutions Y M ¼ fy 1 ; . . . ; y M g along with a probability distribution over these candidates. Decisions are made by employing the MBR predictor but restricting the optimization and summation required to the M candidate solutions. The surprising observation of this work is that this formulation can produce substantial gains over state-of-the-art performance while parameterizing this meta-model with only three parameters -held-out dataset. The three parameters are learned by performing grid search and choosing the setting that minimizes empirical risk. Thus, we call the method Empirical Minimum Bayes Risk (EMBR) prediction. Fig. 1 
illustrates Classical Min Bayes Risk (MBR) versus Empirical Min Bayes Risk (EMBR).
Contributions. We develop a simple and efficient metaalgorithm that is inspired by Bayesian decision theory and which inherits some of the improvements in accuracy that the framework promises, but which is computationally efficient, simple to implement, agnostic to the loss function being used, and can be applied to models which have already been trained, even ones not trained in a probabilistic framework (e.g., Structured SVMs).
Our experiments on a range of problems -1) binary foreground-background segmentation, 2) human body pose estimation, and 3) semantic object-category segmentation show that the proposed approach consistently improves performance over the input model, indicating that this is a simple but effective way of improving performance by incorporating task loss into the prediction procedure. As an example, by applying our methodology to the publicly available pre-trained pose estimation models of Yang and Ramanan [33] , we achieved state-of-art accuracies on the PARSE dataset, improving results by about 8 percent.
Preliminary versions of this idea have been presented in [26] . This manuscript presents new discussions and new experiments.
New discussions:
1) We introduce a robust version of the EMBR loss function that is now able to handle the adverse effects of outliers in the proposal set. The preliminary version presented in [26] did not handle this case. 2) We provide a detailed description of the relation between the EMBR predictor and the MAP predictor and list out various cases in which the EMBR predictor degenerates to the MAP predictor.
New experiments:
1) The preliminary version in [26] reported the performance of EMBR while using DivMBest as the proposal generator. In this manuscript, we also report the performance of EMBR when used in conjunction with a different proposal generator, namely, the Perturb-and-MAP [20] . 2) We compare the performance of EMBR when the parameters are tuned on two types of metrics; (a) corpus-level metric and (b) instance-level metric on the PASCAL semantic segmentation experiments. 3) We also report results obtained when using a robust version of the EMBR loss that can betterhandle the adverse effects of outliers that might be present in the proposal set. 4) We also test the performance of the EMBR predictor on the now state-of-the-art algorithm for pose estimation [7] , which makes use of features from a deep network and an Image Dependent Pairwise Relation term in the model.
PRELIMINARIES
We begin by establishing notation before reviewing two standard approaches to structured prediction: the probabilistic approach, and the empirical risk minimization approach. Notation. For any positive integer n, let ½n be shorthand for the set f1; 2; . . . ; ng. Given an input image x 2 X, our goal is to make a prediction about y 2 Y, where y may be a foreground-background segmentation, or location of body poses of a person in the image, or a category-level semantic segmentation. Specifically, let y ¼ fy 1 . . . y n g be a set of discrete random variables, each taking value in a finite label set, y u 2 Y u . In the semantic segmentation experiments, u indexes over the (super-)pixels in the image, and these variables are the labels assigned to each (super-)pixel, i.e., y u 2 Y u ¼ fsky; building; road; car; . . .g. In the pose estimation experiments, u indexes over body parts (head, torso, right arm, etc.), and each variable indicates the (discretized) location of the body part in the image plane.
The quality of predictions is determined by a loss function 'ðy gt ;ŷÞ that denotes the cost of predictingŷ when the ground-truth is y gt . In the context of semantic segmentation, this loss might be the PASCAL loss [10] 1 À intersection union measure, averaged over masks of all categories. In the context of pose estimation, this loss might be the Average Precision of Keypoints (APK) measure proposed by Yang and Ramanan [33] .
Probabilistic Structured Prediction
Score. A common approach to probabilistic structured prediction is to base the model on a score function Sðy; x; wÞ which assigns a score to configurations y (later, we will drop the explicit dependence on w for notational simplicity). The probability of any configuration is given by the Gibbs distribution: PðyjxÞ; ¼ 1 Z e Sðy;xÞ , where Z is the partition function. In this work, we will make minimal assumptions about the structure of the scoring function.
Assumptions. Our key computational assumption is that it is possible to efficiently compute argmax y Sðy; xÞ (or a good approximation) using algorithms such as graph cuts or a-expansion, but that it is not possible to compute probabilities PðyjxÞ or expectations. This assumption is fairly typical in modeling structured outputs, and is born out of the difference in hardness of maximization versus summation over exponentially large spaces. For instance, a maximum bipartite matching can be found in Oðn 3 Þ time with the Hungarian algorithm [16] , but summing over all perfect matchings (i.e., computing the permanent) is #P-complete [31] . The only other assumption that we make is that we can modify unary potentials u u ðy u Þ and tractably optimize a unary-augmented score function, i.e., argmax y Sðy; xÞ þ P u u u ðy u Þ, which allows leveraging methods such as DivMBest [4] and Perturb-and-MAP [20] to find a set of solutions by solving multiple maximization problems where SðÁÞ is augmented with perturbed (either with structured diversity, or with Gumbel noise) unary potentials. Strictly speaking, our approach has no requirement that the scoring function have unary potentials, simply that it be able to perform unary-augmented score maximization. However, for the sake of exposition, it is convenient to assume that unaries are present (initialized to 0 if absent from the model). In practice, all models used in our experiments are composed of two parts; a unary term and a pairwise term.
MAP predictor. The MAP predictor finds the labeling y that maximizes the probability or score:
Sðy; xÞ:
This problem is NP-hard in general [27] . Thus, most works focus on exact inference for certain subclasses, e.g., when the graph G is a tree or the scoring function is supermodular, MAP can be computed optimally via highly efficient algorithms -dynamic-programming [23] and max-flow/ min-cut [13] , [15] , respectively. MBR predictor. The Bayes Risk of predictingŷ is defined as
PðyjxÞ'ðy;ŷÞ:
This is the expected cost of predictingŷ under loss function 'ðÁ; ÁÞ when the annotations come from the distribution PðyjxÞ. The Minimum Bayes Risk predictor is one that minimizes this expected risk, i.e.,
Intuitively, MBR assumes that any configuration y could be the ground-truth annotation with probability given by PðyjxÞ, and decides to hedge against uncertainty by minimizing an average loss. Note that the MAP predictor is the MBR predictor when the loss function is 0-1, i.e., assigns zero cost ifŷ is equal to y gt and constant cost otherwise. Also notice that performing exact MBR prediction is in general "doubly intractable" 1 because the summation and minimization are both over exponentially large choices (e.g., all possible segmentations).
Empirical Risk Minimization
An alternative inductive principle is Empirical Risk Minimization. In this view, we define a predictor function fðx; wÞ that maps an input x to an output y and is parameterized by w. The goal is then simply to choose parameters that minimize empirical risk, which is often chosen to be the loss function of interest (if tractable), or some approximation to it (e.g., structured hinge loss).
In a common instantiation in computer vision, the form of fðx; wÞ is chosen to resemble the MAP predictor, fðx; wÞ ¼ argmax y Sðy; x; wÞ:
That is, w is used to construct a scoring function Sðy; x; wÞ, and then the output is set to be the y that maximizes the scoring function. Note that in this case, the scoring function can still be exponentiated and normalized to produce a distribution over y, but it will not in general correspond to meaningful beliefs about the values that y is likely to take on; the sole concern in setting w is to minimize empirical risk, and we emphasize that there is no reason to believe that a setting of w that has low empirical risk will also yield a sensible distribution over y. To make this point explicit, when dealing with such probability distributions, which are valid distributions but were not trained to correspond to beliefs about configurations, we will use the notationPðÁÞ.
1. The term "doubly intractable" comes from analogy to Murray et al. [17] where it is used to mean distributions that involve two exponential sums for which we don't have good dynamic programming solutions. Formally, the MBR problem is instance of 'marginal-MAP' inference, where a subset of variables are marginalized (y in our notation), and another subset are maximized/minimized (ŷ in our notation). Marginal-MAP queries in general graphical models are NP PP -complete [22] , and remain hard even when MAP inference is easy (for instance Marginal-MAP is still NP-hard for trees, and cannot even be effectively approximated).
APPROACH: EMPIRICAL MBR
The approach that we take in this paper follows the empirical risk formulation as described in the previous section, but rather than defining the prediction function to resemble the MAP predictor, we define it to resemble an MBR predictor.
As mentioned previously, straightforwardly employing the MBR predictor is intractable because the summation and minimization are both over exponentially large choices of y 2 Y. Our decision that leads to tractability is to restrict both the sum and the minimization to be over a set of M strategically chosen solutions Y M ¼ fy 1 ; y 2 ; . . . ; y M g. Specifically, the predictor is defined as follows:
ðyjxÞ'ðy;ŷÞ;
where we call y EMBR the Empirical MBR (EMBR) prediction,PðÁÞ is a probability distribution over the M configurations, and'ðÁ; ÁÞ is any loss function that is used by the EMBR predictor. While it is natural to set the EMBR-loss to be the same as the task-loss,'ðÁ; ÁÞ ¼ 'ðÁ; ÁÞ, this is not strictly necessary in our formulation. Moreover, in some situations, it may not be desirable (see [29, Section 4.7] for an example from information retrieval), or possible (taskloss might be a corpus-level loss, e.g., PASCAL Segmentation criteria can only be computed on a dataset, not an individual image -see Section 5 for more discussions regarding this point).
We describe how to construct the candidate set of solutions, Y M , and their probabilities,PðÁÞ, in the next subsections. The full EMBR algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. 
Algorithm 1. Empirical Minimum Bayes Risk Prediction
and a vector stacking all approximate probabilities p ¼ ½Pðy 1 jxÞ . . .Pðy M jxÞ > , then the EMBR predictor,
can be obtained by extracting the minimum element of the vector obtained using a single matrix-vector multiplication, Lp.
The runtime of EMBR given Y M andPðÁÞ is OðM 2 Þ. In our experiments M 50 and the cost of making predictions is not a significant cost in the prediction pipeline.
Converting Scores to Probabilities
As mentioned previously, our approach in this work is to assume access to a scoring function Sðy; xÞ, with minimal assumptions on how it is constructed (manually tuned, or learned so that the MAP predictor has low empirical risk).
We transform this scoring function and use it as the basis for definingPðyjxÞ to be used within an EMBR predictor.
Given SðÁÞ and set of candidates Y M , perhaps the simplest sensible choice for definingPðyjxÞ is as follows:
where T is a temperature parameter that determines the peakiness ofPðÁÞ. Note that this method of converting nonprobabilistic model outputs into probabilities has been studied in the unstructured case; notably, Platt [24] suggests passing learned SVM outputs through a sigmoid function that has a parameter that behaves similarly to our temperature (there is also one additional offset parameter in [24] ). Other approaches are possible. For example, [36] suggests using isotonic regression, [35] discusses calibrating Naive Bayes and decision tree classifiers, and [18] looks deeper into re-calibrating outputs using the different methods and applying them to different first-stage classifiers. In future work it would be interesting to explore alternative mappings from SðÁÞ toPðÁÞ inspired by these works. All that remains is to specify the candidate set Y M .
Producing Diverse High-Scoring Candidates
How should the candidate configurations Y M be chosen? In order to be useful, the set of points must provide an accurate summary of the score landscape or the Gibbs distribution, i.e., be high-scoring and diverse. Two common techniques for producing multiple solutions in probabilistic models can be broadly characterized as follows: (1) M-best MAP algorithms [3] , [19] , [34] that find the top M most probable solutions and (2) sampling-based algorithms [2] , [25] , [30] . Both these groups fall short for our task. M-Best MAP algorithms do not place any emphasis on diversity and tend to produce solutions that differ only by the assignment of a handful of pixels. Sampling-based approaches typically exhibit long wait-times to transition from one mode to another, which is required for obtaining diversity. Previous works [4] , [21] have demonstrated experimentally that Gibbs sampling does not work well for the task of generating a diverse set of high-scoring solutions.
While our approach is applicable to any choice of diverse hypothesis generators, we experimented with the DivMBest algorithm of Batra et al. [4] , and the Perturb-and-MAP algorithm of Papandreou and Yuille [20] . Alternatives that we did not experiment with but might be worthwhile exploring in future work are Herding [14] , [32] and Multiple Choice Learning [11] , [12] .
For sake of completeness, we briefly describe both DivMBest and Perturb-and-MAP. More details can be found in [4] and [20] .
DivMBest. DivMBest finds diverse M-best solutions incrementally. Let y 1 be the best solution (or MAP), y 2 be the second solution found and so on. At each step, the next best solution is defined as the highest scoring state with a minimum degree of "dissimilarity" w.r.t. previously chosen solutions, where dissimilarity is measured under a function DðÁ; ÁÞ:
Sðy; xÞ (9a)
In general, this problem is NP-hard and Batra et al. [4] proposed to use the Lagrangian relaxation formed by dualizing the dissimilarity constraints Dðy; y m Þ ! k m :
Here ¼ f m j m 2 ½M À 1g is the set of Lagrange multipliers, which determine the weight of the penalty imposed for violating the diversity constraints.
Following [4] , we use Hamming diversity, i.e., Dðy; y m Þ ¼ P u2V ½½y u 6 ¼ y 
The second term in the above equation corresponds to augmenting the unary potentials, u u ðy u Þ, that was mentioned above in Section 2.1. Thus, the maximization in Eq. (10) can be performed simply by feeding a perturbed unary term to the algorithm used for maximizing the score (e.g., a-expansion or TRW-S). The dissimilarity constraints, k m , does not appear in the above equation because it is now replaced by soft diversity terms. Perturb-and-MAP. Perturb-and-MAP [20] is a framework for generating IID random samples from a Markov Random Field (MRF), which exploits the advancements in energy minimization techniques by avoiding costly MCMC.
Given a scoring function Sðy; xÞ, the Perturb-and-MAP model proposes to generate random samples by perturbing the terms constituting the scoring function and finding the configuration that optimizes the perturbed random field. For the Perturb-and-MAP model to coincide with the Gibbs model, the perturbation needs to be performed on the fully expanded unary and binary potentials by adding IID Gumbel noise to them. However, as suggested by the authors of [20] , we add IID Gumbel noise only to the unary terms in our experiments. The Perturb-and-MAP solutions can be obtained by optimizing the following configuratioñ Sðy; xÞ ¼ Sðy; xÞ þ u ðy u Þ:
The term, u ðy u Þ, denotes the IID Gumbel noise, u ðy u Þ ¼ Àlog ðÀlog ðsÞÞ;
where, s is a sample from the uniform distribution, and is used to denote the perturbation strength (we are overloading the symbol to denote both the strength of the Gumbel noise, when used in conjunction with Perturb-and-MAP, and to denote the amount of diversity, when used in conjunction with DivMBest). Relation to DivMBest. We take a short digression to compare and contrast DivMBest and Perturb-and-MAP. Compare Equations (10) and (12) . Notice that the additional terms in DivMBest may also be viewed as a perturbation. However, while Perturb-and-MAP perturbations are IID Gumbel, the DivMBest perturbations depend on the solutions that have been found so far. In other words, in DivMBest, the perturbation is performed only on those parts of the potential table, that correspond to a labelling produced in one of the previous solutions.
Learning Parameters in EMBR
We assume that the weights w parameterizing the score function Sðy; x; wÞ are provided as input to our approach, presumably learnt on some training dataset. We follow the recommendation of [4] , and use a single parameter (so m ¼ for all m). There are three parameters to be tuned in EMBR -, T , and M -which are chosen by grid search to maximize task-loss 'ðÁ; ÁÞ on some validation dataset.
We report results with four variants of our approach (and one sensitivity test), corresponding to tuning 1/2/3 parameters:
One parameter EMBR -EMBR-( M ; T ¼ 1; M): We set T to 1 (which corresponds to a uniform distribution over the solutions) and M to a value where the oracle curve (accuracy of the most accurate solution in the set) starts to plateau; for the binary segmentation and pose estimation experiments, we set M to 50, and for the PASCAL VOC segmentation experiments, we set M to 30. Thus, M is the only parameter that is optimized via grid-search to maximize EMBR performance at M. We show plots of this variant as a function of the numbers of solutions available at testtime, from 1 to M, however the final result is simply a single number (at M ¼ 50 or M ¼ 30) (i.e., we do not optimize test performance over M).
Two parameter EMBR -EMBR-( M ; T M ; M):
We set M to a value where the oracle starts to plateau (as above), and both M and T M are tuned to maximize EMBR performance at M. Fig. 2 illustrates the effect of varying T and on our model.
In this case, we set T to 1 and tune both M and . 
Three parameter EMBR -EMBR-( m Ã
;
EXPERIMENTS
Setup. We tested EMBR on three different problems:
1) Binary (foreground-background) interactive segmentation (Section 4.1), on 100 images from the PAS-CAL VOC 2010 val set. 2) 2D articulated human body pose estimation on, a) the PARSE dataset [33] (Section 4.2), and b) the Leeds Sports Pose (LSP) [7] (Section 4.2.2), and, 3) Category-level segmentation on PASCAL VOC 2012 Segmentation Challenge dataset [9] (Section 4.3). These scenarios use very different models & score functions, with different MAP inference algorithms (max-flow/ min-cut, dynamic programming, greedy inference), and different high-order task-losses 'ðÁ; ÁÞ (intersection-over-union, APK [33] , PASCAL metric [10] ). Despite the differences, our approach is uniformly applicable. In two of the models, binary segmentation with supermodular potentials and pose estimation with a tree-structured model, we can compute MAP exactly. Thus, when EMBR outperforms MAP, the cause was not the approximate maximization for MAP. In all three cases, the loss functions in the problem is a high-order loss [28] , making exact MBR intractable.
Baselines:
On all experiments, we compare our approach against the natural baseline of MAP, which simply predicts the highest scoring solution and is indifferent to the setting of T , and M.
In a manner similar to [4] , we also report oracle accuracies, i.e., the accuracy of the most accurate solution in the set Y M . This forms an upper-bound on the performance of any predictor (including MAP and EMBR) which picks a single solution from the set Y M .
In the pose estimation experiments on the PARSE dataset (Section 4.2.1), we also compare against the results of Yang and Ramanan [33] , which was the previous state-of-the-art on the PARSE dataset.
In the pose estimation experiments on the LSP dataset (Section 4.2.2), we also compare against the results of Chen and Yuille [7] , which was the previous state-of-the-art on the LSP dataset. Main theme in results. Due to the greedy nature of DivMBest, EMBR degenerates to MAP at M ¼ 1. Our results will show that EMBR consistently and convincingly outperforms the natural baseline of MAP in all experiments. This supports our claim that incorporating the key ideas from decision theory -incorporating task-specific losses and averaging over uncertainty -leads to significant improvements. In the pose estimation experiments, we outperform the state-of-art method of Yang and Ramanan [33] by about 8 percent. It is important to remember that this is all without access to any new features or model -simply by utilizing information about the task loss!
Binary Segmentation
Model. We replicate the binary segmentation setup from [4] , who simulated an interactive segmentation scenario on 100 images from the PASCAL VOC 2010 dataset, and manually provided scribbles on objects contained in them. For each image, a 2-label pairwise CRF on superpixels is set up. At each superpixel, Transductive SVMs are trained on color and texture features, and their outputs are used as node potentials. The edge potentials are contrast-sensitive Potts. This results in a supermodular score function so we can efficiently compute the exact MAP and DivMBest solutions using graph-cuts. 50 images were used for training base model (Transductive SVMs), 25 for learning the EMBRparameters, and 25 for reporting testing accuracies. The task loss 'ðÁ; ÁÞ and the EMBR loss'ðÁ; ÁÞ are 1 minus the intersection-over-union of the ground-truth and predicted foreground masks. The images, precomputed features and groundtruth for the 50 images can be downloaded from the project webpage [1] .
Results. Fig. 4a shows the performance of EMBR as a function of M while using DivMBest samples. We can see that EMBR-( M ; T M ; M ¼ 50) outperforms MAP by about 7 percent (68.87 percent). The 1-Param and 3-Param settings of EMBR perform similar, suggesting that default choices T and M work well. Fig. 2 . Illustration of the effect of two of the three parameters in our model. The colored dots represent the chosen candidates Y M , and the height of the curve at these points illustrates thePðyÞ value assigned to each candidate. These parameters are learned via grid search, then predictions are made by using thesePðyÞ values within a Minimum Bayes Risk predictor. Fig. 5a shows the performance of EMBR while using Perturb-and-MAP samples. The improvement that EMBR-PnM provides over MAP is not that significant.
Pose Estimation
PARSE Dataset
Model. We replicate the setup of Yang and Ramanan [33] , whose mixture-of-parts deformable human-body model has demonstrated competitive performance on various benchmarks. The variables in their model are part (head, body, etc.) locations and type. The graph-structure is a tree and (exact) inference is performed by dynamic programming. The loss function most commonly used for this problem is the Percentage of Correct Parts (PCP) [8] . Yang and Ramanan proposed a novel metric for measuring performance called Average Precision of Keypoints [33] , which treats each keypoint as a separate detection problem, and measures the average precision in the precision-recall curve for each keypoint. In our experiments, we use PCP as the instance-level loss function used in the EMBR definition'ðÁ; ÁÞ but choose the best parameters of EMBR by optimizing meanAPK, which is a corpus-level metric. The parameters are chosen via crossvalidation on the PARSE test set.
Results. Fig. 4b shows the meanAPK achieved by various methods versus M. We can see that all EMBR variants significantly outperform MAP. Note that in segmentation, the evaluation metric only cares about the predictions, not the scores associated with the predictions. In pose estimation, the precision-recall curve for each keypoint is different based on the score associated with that particular full-body detection. This is why oracle at M ¼ 1 (which uses the original scores of [33] ) does not perform identical to EMBR at M ¼ 1 (which uses the Bayes Gain as the score).
EMBR-( M ; T M ; M ¼ 50) achieves a final mean-APK of 71:02 percent, and EMBR-ð mÃ ; T mÃ ; mÃÞ performs slightly better by achieving 71:53 percent, which is about 7-percentage-point improvement over the previous state of the art of 64:5 percent [33] . Fig. 3 shows some qualitative results. Fig. 5b shows the performance of EMBR when using the Perturb-and-MAP samples. EMBR-PnM provides a nontrivial improvement over MAP. However, the improvement is not as significant as the improvement produced while using DivMBest samples.
Leeds Sports Pose (LSP) Dataset
Model. We replicate the set up of Chen and Yuille [7] , who show state-of-the-art results on the Leeds Sports Pose Dataset. The model is similar to the model used by Yang and Ramanan [33] except for two key differences.
1) Deep scores:
The authors of [7] train a deep network on small image patches to perform a multi-way classification among one of the many joint configurations in a human body. The evidence obtained from the top layer of the deep network can be used in the unary and pairwise terms of their graphical model. 2) Image dependent pairwise relational (IDPR) term: The pairwise terms of the score function, in addition to having the standard deformation term, also has an Image Dependent Pairwise Relational (IDPR) term. The intuition behind having the IDPR term is that one can reliably predict the relative positions of a part's neighbors by only observing the local image patch around it. The graph structure is a tree and (exact) inference can be performed using dynamic programming. We use PCP as the EMBR loss function. The best EMBR parameters are chosen by optimizing the mean PCP, which is a corpus-level metric. The parameters are chosen via cross-validation. Since the authors of [7] use PCP to report their results, we also report our results using PCP enabling easy comparison.
Results. The LSP Dataset is a difficult pose estimation dataset since it contains highly articulated human poses that occur in sports scenes. We can see from Fig. 4c , which is a plot of the mean PCP versus M, that EMBR achieves a modest 1.27 percent improvement over the state-of-the-art result on this difficult dataset. The MAP accuracy on this dataset is 75.74 percent and EMBR-( M ; T M ; M ¼ 50) achieves a final mean-PCP of 77.01 percent. We obtained slightly better MAP accuracy (mentioned above) than the results quoted in the original paper [7] when we retrained their model.
Category Segmentation on VOC12
Finally, we study the performance of EMBR on categorylevel segmentation on the PASCAL VOC 2012 dataset, where the goal is to label every pixel with one of 20 object categories or the background.
Model. We build on the CPMC+O2P framework of Carreira et al. [5] -approximately 150 CPMC segments [6] are generated for each image, scored via Support Vector Regressors over second-order pooled features [5] , and then greedily pasted. The sum of the scores of the pasted segments is the score of a segmentation, and DivMBest is used to produce diverse segmentation maps. The task accuracy ð1 À 'ðÁ; ÁÞÞ in this case is the corpus-level Jaccard Index used by PASCAL, averaged over all 21 categories. The EMBR loss'ðÁ; ÁÞ is 1 minus the instance-level approximation to this corpus-level loss (a discussion about corpuslevel loss is presented in Section 5.1).
Results. 
Robust Loss Functions
The EMBR of a particular sample, y i , as can be seen from Equation (5), is affected by the loss with respect to every other sample, y j 2 Y M , 8j 6 ¼ i. Therefore, the Bayes Risk, BRðy i Þ, can be adversely affected by outliers. In order to cull the potential unfavorable effects that the outliers might have on the computation of the Bayes Risk, we make use of a robust version of the loss function, defined as,
We experimented with the above loss and found it to improve the performance of the EMBR predictor.
Binary segmentation:
We get an improvement of 1.7 percent over the 68.87 percent and end up with a final IOU score of 70.57 percent, when using an a of 0.7. Pose estimation -PARSE dataset: Robust EMBR loss improved the performance of the EMBR predictor by a further 0.8 percent and we end up with a final accuracy of 72.32 percent, when using an a of 0.6. Pose estimation -LSP dataset: We noticed only minor improvements on this dataset.
Category segmentation on VOC12:
We obtained an improvement of 0.41 percent to achieve a final accuracy of 46.23 percent on this experiment, when using an a of 0.5. All a values reported above were found by performing a grid search.
DISCUSSIONS
Instance-Level versus Corpus-Level Losses
In a number of settings, for instance PASCAL segmentation, the evaluation criteria is a corpus-level metric, which measures the loss of predictions for an entire dataset, and not a single instance. In its current format, EMBR utilizes only instance-level losses (in the PASCAL experiments, an instance-level approximation to PASCAL loss). However, we can, and do, optimize the EMBR parameters over the corpus-level loss as,
Here, ' D ð:; :Þ is the corpus-level loss, y EMBR i is the EMBR prediction for the ith image, y i gt is the ground-truth corresponding to the ith image, and f:g n 1 denotes a set containing n elements.
We also experimented with training the EMBR parameters over the mean instance-level loss and report the performance of the predictor on the corpus-level loss. Table 1 tabulates the results from the various combinations that are possible, i.e., training on either the instance-level loss or the corpus-level loss and testing on the same or the other. Thus, we get four train-test combinations.
The main theme that we found is that training using a corpus-level loss provided a better set of parameters that improved both the corpus-level loss and the instance-level loss on the held-out set, suggesting that corpus-level losses may be intrinsically better for training.
In future, we plan to extend the EMBR predictor itself to naturally handle corpus-level losses.
Relation to MAP Predictor
The EMBR predictor has interesting relations to the MAP predictor. Under certain conditions, the EMBR predictor degenerates to the standard MAP predictor.
The following cases depend on the type of solution generator. They hold true when y 1 ¼ y MAP , which is the case when using DivMBest.
When M = 1: It is easy to see that in the trivial case when we have just one solution, the EMBR predictor will predict it to be the "best". Since y 1 2 Y M corresponds to the output predicted by the MAP predictor, the EMBR predictor and the MAP predictor agree for the case when M ¼ 1. When M = 2 and DivMBest solutions are exact: Consider the case when M ¼ 2. The Bayes Risk for the two solutions, y 1 and y 2 can be written as, 
respectively. Since the loss is symmetric, y 1 (i.e., the MAP solution) will always be chosen if Pðy 2 jxÞ <Pðy 1 jxÞ, which is true when the DivMBest candidates are obtained using exact optimization of the energy function. In the limit when T ! 0: For any M ! 1, when the temperature parameter, T , tends to zero, the EMBR predictor will always predict the MAP solution. From Equation (8), we can see that, when T ! 0, the conditional distribution,PðyjxÞ, tends to a delta function at y 1 , 
The loss matrix, as given in Equation (6), is a matrix with the diagonal elements being zeros and the offdiagonal elements being ones
We now show that the EMBR predictor,
Lp; 
Denoting the vector of ones as 1 and the probability vector as p, the above equation can be succinctly written as, We can see that tuning on the corpus-level loss always improves the performance of the predictor.
The above optimization function is equivalent to the following optimization,
When
which is true for DivMBest, y EMBR ends up being the same as y 1 , which is nothing but y MAP , i.e.,
Thus, we have shown that under the special case where the EMBR loss is a 0/1 loss function, the EMBR predictor will end up picking the same solution as the MAP predictor.
When Is EMBR Expected to Work?
Intuitively speaking, one major requirements of EMBR is that the loss function provide some additional information about the solutions. Therefore, loss functions such as the 0/1 loss function do not help our case (see the final point of Section 5.2). We believe that higher-order loss functions that help quantify semantic differences between the discrete set of solutions will significantly help the EMBR predictor. Moreover, the performance of the EMBR predictor also depends on the quality of the solutions. For the predictor to work well, the solutions should have some shared parts among them so that the loss function can extract additional information from the pairwise differences. Characterizing theoretical requirements for EMBR is a direction for future work.
CONCLUSIONS
We have described a simple meta-algorithm for making predictions in structured output models that are better suited for a particular task-specific evaluation measure. The primary benefit of the formulation is in its simplicity, efficiency, and strong performance. We believe that the two-stage framework that we operate under is particularly desirable, because it allows researchers to continue to use the techniques that are popular in building models in the first stage without worrying about whether the method will be compatible with a variety of loss functions of interest in the second stage. Moreover, we have shown the effectiveness of this approach by testing it on multiple computer vision tasks and on various datasets. To facilitate easy reproduction of the results presented in this paper, we have released the source code for all our experiments. 2 We hope that this work will encourage researchers to define and optimize more complicated evaluation measures, which more accurately reflect the tasks that our vision systems need to accomplish to be useful in the real world.
